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Dutch abortion ship in Morocco, police restrict access ‑ Latest news around the world and developme…
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Dutch abortion ship in Morocco, police restrict
access
A controversial "abortion ship" belonging to a Dutch NGO docked in Morocco in secret, its
organisers admitted on Thursday, after claiming the Moroccan navy had blocked its access.
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lifestyle news
Dubai to build Taj Mahal replica
A replica of India's worldfamous Taj
Mahal, four times the size of the
original, is to be built in Dubai as
what is to be billed as the world's
grandest wedding venue, one of its
developers said.
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Dutch abortion ship in Morocco, police restrict access

"The boat has been here for several days. It arrived before the announcement" on Monday that it was sailing to
Morocco, said Marlies Schellekens, one of two abortion doctors involved in the visit.
An AFP journalist confirmed the boat was in the harbour, about 20 metres (yards) from the shore.
The security forces, deployed there since early morning, were restricting access to the harbour, which is located 40
kilometres (20 miles) east of Tangier.
Liesbeth van Tongeren, a Dutch leftwing MP who travelled to Smir for the ship's visit, explained the boat arrived
earlier than the organisers said it would to avoid being stopped by the authorities.
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"It was the only way of getting to the Moroccan coast," she told AFP.
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Women on Waves, the Dutch group organising the trip, says the ship's visit, which they hope will last five or six days,
is designed to help women induce "safe legal medical abortions," by offering them the necessary medication and
advice.
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At midday, up to 300 people gathered at Smir to protest against the visit.
The AFP journalist at the harbour said that, for the moment, there was no way of getting to the boat, given the heavy
police presence.
Abortion is illegal in Morocco, and the health ministry said on Wednesday that the ship was not authorised to
operate in Morocco, calling on the relevant authorities to prevent it from doing so.
The Dutch NGO says that between 600 and 800 illegal abortions take place every day in Morocco, only around 200
of which are done properly, with most women resorting to methods that put their lives at risk.
Rebecca Gomperts, the group's founder, told AFP illegal abortions cause the deaths of 78 Moroccan women each
year on average, citing statistics provided by the World Health Organisation.
Moroccan prolife groups dispute the figures.
In the past 11 years, a Women on Waves ship has visited Ireland, Poland, Portugal and Spain, sparking protests in
each country from prolife groups.
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Ordinary Moroccans have also voiced strong opposition to the visit.
"Moroccan law forbids abortion. Moroccan religious identity says it is forbidden and so does Islam. So the
government cannot allow this ship to come to Morocco," lawyer Abdelmalik Zaza was quoted as saying in AlTajdid,
the newspaper of ruling Islamist party the PJD.
Gunilla Kleiverga, a Dutch gynaecologist with the group, said the boat would not counsel or treat women in
Morocco, hinting that it might transport women outside Morocco's maritime borders before doing so.
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"We are only treating women in international waters. We're on a Dutch ship, where Dutch law applies. Of course we
(will) adhere to Moroccan law, and we're not going to offer abortions in Morocco," she added.
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Women on Waves announced the boat was travelling to Morocco on Monday, in its first trip to Muslim country, but
they were secretive about its precise destination and arrival time.
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Two days later they said it would arrive at Smir on Thursday at 1300 GMT, and then on Thursday morning they
claimed a Moroccan warship was barring the ship's access to the harbour.
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A huge vaccination campaign to
protect 50 million people against
meningitis has been launched in
seven African countries aiming to
stamp out the deadly virus, health
officials said Thursday.
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